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MAINTENANCE

Thank you for purchasing a Big Moss Putting & Chipping Green!
You have made the right choice to improve your putting and
chipping skills.  Lower scores are right around the corner!

Big Moss Putting & Chipping Greens ar very durable, and if
handled and maintained properly, will give you a lifetime of
positive putting and chipping practice.  Note: Improper care of
your Big Moss could result in a void of your warranty. Big Moss
Golf will not replace and/or repair any putting green that has
not been stored or rolled as specificied below, or any green that
has been misused or mishandled.

1.  Upon removing your putting green from the package, you
     may notice a slight pattern or small indentations on the
     surface - this is temporary - the marks will disappear after
     vacuuming.
2.  Regular vacuuming helps keep your putting green looking
     and performing as good as the day you purchased it.
3.  IMPORTANT! To roll up your putting green for transport
     and/or storage, flip it over so it is positioned with the
     putting surface facing the floor, then roll it up from the
     putting end to the cup end.  If you have any questions
     regarding this procedure, please call us toll-free any time
     at 1-877-244-6677.
4.  When storing your putting green, keep it in a uniform, circular
     roll. Do not flatten the rolled-up putting green or store any-
     thing heavy on top of it.  This could cause permanent crimps
     in the surface.
5.  Big Moss Putting & Chipping Greens perform best when set
     up on a hard floor surface such as hardwood, tile, commercial
     carpet, low pile carpets, or concrete.  If your floor has thick
     pile carpet or is heavily padded, your green may distort
     slightly when standing on it.  This will not effect the true roll
     of your putting green. 
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PUTTING TIPS

Putting comprises 43 percent of golf.  Putting is simply two
things: distance and direction control.  Direction is the ability to
control the face and path of the putter; distance is the ability to
control the length and pace of the stroke.

Following these simple steps every time you practice and play
golf will help you become a consistantly great putter:

 ! Relax the shoulders, arms, and hands to eliminate
           manipulation
 ! Place the ball toward the instep of your front foot or 
           nearer the front of your stance
 ! Position your eyes directly over the ball (target-line)
 ! Make sure your shoulders are square to the target line. 
           This will allow your natural pendulum stroke to run true
           to the target line
 ! Right-handed golfers should lock in the left hand when 
           putting.  Left handed golfers should lock in the right hand
 ! Follow a set pre-stroke routine
 ! Read the break carefully
 ! The slower a ball moves, the more break affects it
 ! Speed control is the key to judging the break and 
           eliminating three-putts
 ! Focus attention on the target before triggering the stroke
 ! See the ball rolling on a line and dropping into the hole 
           before you putt
 ! Hit the sweet spot of the putter face every time
 ! Contact the equator of the ball
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BREAK SNAKES

The Break Snake included with your Big Moss Putting &
Chipping Green allows you to change the break and vary the
terrain, and can also serve as a backstop for the golf balls. There
should be one (1) Break Snake and six (6) pieces of self-adhesive
Velcro included.  Two (2) Break Snakes are included with The
Ultimate Short Game upgrade.  An 18” x 18” Chipping mat
goes with the standard package a 36” x 36” in The Ultimate
Short Game package.  To fasten your Break Snake to the back
edge of your putting green, follow these simple instructions:

Step 1
Adhere three pieces of Velcro onto the bottom of the Break
Snake, one at each end about one inch from the edge, and one
in the middle.  Place the Break Snake around the back edge of
the green, approximately two inches from the edge, and adhere
the center peice of velcro onto the putting surface directly
below the piece on the Brake Snake.

Step 2
Now line the Break Snake along the contour of the green and
adhere the two remaining pieces of velcro to the putting green,
lining them up with the pieces on the bottom of the Break
Snake.

This fastened Break Snake will aid in stopping the balls that
are putted past the hole.
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To change the break or terrain, simply slip the Break Snake under
the putting surface and create the break you want to practice.
From slight right-to-lefts to hard-breaking left-to-rights, you
choose how you want the ball to roll.  We encourage you to be
daring and set up creative breaks that test your direction and 
pace skills.

Changing the Break



BREAK SNAKES
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Games to Help You Practice

The 5-Ball Stack
Putt and sink five balls in a row from the same location.  After
making the first four balls (you’ll see that they fit in the hole
perfectly), putt the fifth ball so it sits right in the middle and
on top of the four existing balls.  Use this game to develop
an excellent sense of touch.

Up ‘N’ Down
Each player gets one ball.  Take turns moving the chipping mat
to different positions around the green and adjusting the Break
Snakes for different breaks.  Chip the ball up close and putt it in
for a successful Up ‘N’ Down.  If you chip a shot off the green,
take a 1-stroke penalty and drop a putter’s length from the hole.
Play stroke or match play.  Play nine or eighteen holes.

Stroke Play
Each player plays one ball.  Each player calls the hole and the par
on their turn.  Play a tee shot (either from the chipping mat or the
edge of the putting green) and take a few strokes as possible to
get in the hole.  Reposition the Break Snake for varying the
terrain.  If you hit a shot off the green, take a 1-stroke penalty
and drop a putter’s length from the hole and continue play.
Play eighteen-hole stroke play.

B-O-G-E-Y
The first player takes a shot at the hole from anywhere and
must hole the shot.  If Player 1 makes it, Players 2, 3, 4, etc. must
hole the same shot.  Each player who leads off a turn may adjust
the Break Snakes to increase the difficulty of the shot.  If a player
misses, a “B” is scored against him.  When a player spells out
“B-O-G-E-Y,” he loses and is out of the game.  Play until there is
one player remaining.
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Words of Wisdom

“The more I practice, the luckier I get.” __ Gary Player

“Practice puts brains in your muscles.” __ Sam Snead

“Not only is putting the most frequent shot in golf, it is the
most important shot as well!” __ Dave Pelz

“There is no such thing as a natural touch. Touch is some- 
thing you create by sinking millions of putts.” __ Lee Trevino

“There are no points for style when it comes to putting.
It’s getting the ball in the cup that counts.” __ Jack Nicklaus

“Happiness is a long walk with a putter.” __ Greg Norman

“Putting is like wisdom - partly a natural gift and partly the
accumulation of experience.” __ Arnold Palmer

“Golf is the most fun you can have without taking your
clothes off.” __ Chi Chi Rodriguez

“Overall, I hope I can still improve.” 
__David Duval,  after shooting a 59 in the final
round to win the 1999 Bob Hope Chrysler Classic
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MODELS

Putting, chipping, and pitching can be difficult and frustrating for
most of us because we just don’t have time to practice.  The founders
of Big Moss Golf Inc.™ realized this from conception and strived to
create the most realistic, versatile, and affordable short game aid
for golfers throughout the world.

Big Moss™ putting and chipping greens are hand crafted in the
USA “by golfers, for golfers”.  Each green is hand made so sizes and
shapes will slightly vary.  The absence of straight edges on most
models allows for us to develop and practice a putting routine by
setting up over putts time and time again without any linear aids,
just like we do on the golf course.

Big Moss™ offers models to accomodate most applications, but
custom orders are always welcome.  Please call 1(877) BIG-MOSS
to inquire about having a custom putting and chipping green
designed just for you.

The Original
The Original is a compact 3” wide single cup putting and
chipping green.  It’s perfect for those with limited space.

Available in 3 sizes:  

     The Original - 3’ x 9’

     The Original EX1 - 3’ x 12’

     The Original EX2 - 3’ x 15’
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The Augusta, General, and Admiral
The Augusta, General, and Admiral are Big Moss™’ traditional
models.  They offer unmatched versatility for teaching and
year round practice.  Make a long-term investment in your
game with a proven device for developing the skills and
mental toughness it takes to be a great golfer.

The Augusta is available in 3 sizes:
4‘ x 10’  
4‘ x 12’  
EX Pro - 4‘ x 15’ 1 cup

The General:  
6‘ x 12’  3 cups

The Admiral:  
6‘ x 15’  3 cups

The Country Club
Perfect for large spaces, this green has 3 regulation cups
configured on the edges and a 3” reduced hole in the center
for accuracy practice.  While perfect for putting, chipping, and
pitching this green is configured to have
natural breaks when putting cross grain,
but when adding Break Snakes™ the
possibilities are endless.  A perfect fit
for basements, patios, and decks.

Available in 6’ x 10’ and 6’ x 12’
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The Natural
The Natural utilizes offset putting positions
and grain to produce natural breaking putts. 
This green allows you to putt from many
different angles and practice subtle “natural”
breaking putts.  This green also includes a 
reduced cup work station that allows you to
putt at a smaller target to build confidence.  
This green is offered in a 6’ x 10‘ model with 5 cups.

TW Series
The Big Moss™ Two Way Series greens are a 2’wide 
with a cup at each end that allows you to putt or 
chip back and forth.  One cup utilizes our down 
grain True Roll™ technology and the other is a
slower speed up grain putt.

Big Moss™ Two Way putting greens are 
offered in 10’ , 12’ ,  and 15’ models. 

Competitor Series
Now you can challenge yourself with progressively smaller holes
while building your confidence and aiming abilities.  Each
Competitor Series green includes a 2” , 3” , and regulation size cup
with plugs for each hole included.  Putting at progressively smaller
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6’holes is a proven mental technique
that has been used by professionals
golfers for years.

Available in 4 models:

The Competitor - 3’ x 9’

The Competitor Pro - 3’ x 12’

The Competitor Pro TW - 

                    3 ‘ x 12’  6 cups

The Super G Competitor TW -

                    6’ x 15’  6 cups



Birdie Path
                    The  most important part of a repetitive putting stroke
                    is making sure the putter is square to your line at
                    impact.  Squareness of the putter face determines 83%
                    of the direction while path determines 17%.  Cross lines
                    on the Birdie Path show whether the putter is square, 
                    open, or closed at address and impact.  If the putter
                    moves outside the mat on either side at any time
                    during the stroke the path is excessive.  There is also an
                    intermediate targeting system built in to help you get
                    the ball rolling on line and aid in making a compact
                    stroke.

Available in two sizes:  Birdie Path 1.5’ x 4‘10” 
                                            Birdie Path EX 2’ x 8‘

The Long Putt
Two-piece construction provides unmatched
versatility and improved portability.  Big Moss™
signature long-putt greens are the industry leading
long-putt surface and are used all over the world in
long-putt contests and trade shows.  Made from
premium industrial grade materials, this green can
withstand heavy foot traffic and never develops
grooves.  It cleans up with a vacuum cleaner and
will attract overwhelming crowds at your next
trade show or long-putt contest.

Available in two sizes:  Long Putt 30 - 6’ x 30’
    Two piece designed Long Putt 60 - 6’ x 60’

Ultimate Short Game Package
                                        Large Chipping Mat, Hole Reducer,
                                        2 Break Snakes™, 3 Limited Flight Balls,
                                        and Velcro™ attachment kit.
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